**New College Alumni Association**

Mission Statement

The purpose of the New College Alumni Association is to represent the interests of the alumni of the New College of Florida. To that end, its primary objectives are twofold: first, to effectively communicate the thoughts and concerns of the College’s alumni to the College’s administration, as well as to policymakers and other relevant stakeholders; and second, to support the advancement of the College’s educational mission through fundraising, networking, and communications.

**New College of Florida**

Mission Statement

New College offers an undergraduate liberal arts education of highest quality in the context of a small, residential public honors college with a distinctive academic program which develops the student’s intellectual and personal potential as fully as possible, encourages the discovery of new knowledge and values while providing opportunities to acquire established knowledge and values; and fosters the individual’s effective relationship with society.

**New College Foundation, Inc.**

Mission Statement

The mission of New College Foundation is to support the priorities of New College of Florida, Florida’s designated honors college. This will be accomplished by securing funds as a result of cultivating and stewarding individuals, foundations and corporations and through the prudent management of assets.